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A callback to old N64 platformers. There are definitely some frustrations that carry over from the old games, but it's still
amazing!. Great fun game, my kids absolutely love it (5 years and 3 years). I've really enjoyed it too especially the target
practice.

I lot of thought has gone into the mechanics and UI. it's very slick for an early access game.. The game itself is fantastic, but
when I was playing it gave me major motion sickness when out of the ship. This was only when I was running around the
stations. The game is really fun and has a lot to do but unfortunately for me a refund is in order. If you don’t get motion sick on
games I would say go for it.. Crashes, deletes your work. Have fun. Full of weeaboos with daddy issues and incel tendencies

So it's really a great game fun for all the family 10/10 recommend. Square Enix + Popcap Games? Well, this is what you get!
Equal parts fun puzzle and goofy anime fantasy, this game is entertaining and challenging enough to keep me coming back for
more. There's a free demo, so why not try it out?. Well built but it needs more people to play, please consider buying to help
rejuvenate the multiplayer scene!!

Not worth 10 bucks, so only get it when it's on sale.

(I recommend the developers offer it for a dollar for some time to allow more people to join). Short but sweet simple and lovely
does its job and nothing more great quick game. Really like this game.. They are Billions meets monsters inc.

Played for the nostalgia stayed for the strats.

What a great little defense game. bravo. very polished. easy to pickup hard to master . Im not really a twin stick shooter person
but the shooting is fun. Ive mostly been turret and base building and saving ammo. I plan on doing more hybrid runs in future.
The economic strategies ive found very interesting and adds to the depth of the gameplay for me. Ive been trying to master the
10% interest on stars ability but its difficult. You have to nueter your defenses to try to get the most interest and you end up
walking a fine line where you could be great one night and dead the next. I havent even tried many of the other characters yet.
Mostly trying to get an S grade on Joe.
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I had a good time playing this game.
- Although the story is very simplistic, its is also interesting and appealing in a relaxing way.
- The processes of map discovery and trading is fun.
- The combat/haggling mechnics are interesting, but underdevelopped. The AI is dumb, so your chances of winning are rarely
dependent on your skill.. This was legit. one of the worst, incomplete, buggy and overall disappointing games I've ever tried. I
only paid .99-$1.00 for it and did it with a friend against my better judgment. Lesson here: don't be me.. This game may be
obscure, but it is the greatest game i've played. This game has a great community with active and friendly devs in their discord.
If you ever come across this game you better play this little gem. Do not force me to grind.

Please game. I know what is good for me. If I want to walk ahead and die to the monsters, let me. I will learn the hard way and I
will grind the game on my own terms. Under no circumstance should a game stop me for over an hour with the same "My level
is too low to go on." Message.

At least tell me what level I am AIMING for? The battles aren't even tough, it's annoying to sit through the same annoying
diologue before and after EVERY.SINGLE.BATTLE. It was cute the first time. A little annoying the seccond. After an hour of
the same monster troop and the same diologue I don't even care what was going on in the game anymore.

I bought this out of curiousity for research on what to do and not to do in my own RPG maker games. I have learned quite a bit
from this experience. But for anyone else who is looking for a good time, please pass this game by. I want my time back. Keep
the money just give me my time. TTuTT. Dragons check!
Beastmen check!
Princess check!
Good story check!
Cute dialogs check!

100/10 Will call Tox a dragon grandpa again and again.
This fantasy roller coster ride remind me somewhat of Child of Light but it's not about the gameplay but the feeling of freshness
and it keep pull you back for more.. Yes, I reccomend this game.. Funny game but easy to unlock all achievements.
Took 1 and a half hour to finish it.. Please play this game so I can play it and see if it's as fun as it looks. The soundtrack sounds
nice and the bug models look nice, the UI works nicely. But don't press anything while the menu is loading because it will crash.
Also a single player mode would be great~

Edit 1: So as you can see the dev(s) are great with feedback :D (Thank you!~) It seems like the crashing has stopped :D There is
also a training mode now with no enemy bots, but you can practice your flying and landings (a bit challenging). I've also noticed
that the weapons are strange while in flight. If I strafe left or sometimes just turn I slow down and can't shoot. I don't know if it's
a mechanic I'm missing or what~ But overall a pleasant experience so far for a game that released early access yesterday..
WOW! If you love old school Nintendo rpg games like Dragon Warrior then this game is going to blow your ♥♥♥♥ing mind!
From the crude humor to the shocking battle scenes (totally threw me for a loop) this game is old school on steroids! I highly
recommend giving this game a full play through! Nothing is more badass than Metal as ♥♥♥♥!
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